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An interview with Montreal-based experimental artist/filmakers dioxyde.
( herman w kolgen, dominique t skoltz )

incubating new strains of ar

RES: What is dioxyde / v ir us ?
H: dioxyde / virus is a two-part artistic cell that creates and experiments.
A virus is something that is uncontrollable. It gets into your body and your body learns to assimilate
Interview in translation
it. In our work as artists we wanted to give ourselves the time to assimilate our art. Both of us were itching
by Cynthia Kelly
A marry-go-round of objects surrounds in the copper-laden, tin-ceiling Montreal café where the DIOXYDE Cell to break away from the constraints of time,
(herman w kolgen, dominique t skoltz ) take in the strains of experimental music. The setting is appropriate,
both agree. It bares an uncanny resemblance to their work together. market demands and the media that cow us all in the commercial art biz
to produce something closer to what we wanted to express.
We want to surprise ourselves.
Moving freely from one discipline to another, one medium to ano ther,
was an essential part of this.
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smoke... so that an infinite number of formerly unrelated mediums
now have this bridge
connecting them together. Digital gives analog its power and
shape.
D: But the everyday
process and the experience of these mediums are as important
more
than
ever.
as the product itself for
Recently, the most senDIOXYDE. Moving art
sual, gripping art I have
and life closer togethseen in photography is
er gives you the perbeing produced for
spective you need to
commercial purposes.
progress. We’re out to
The viewer knows she
explore. For instance,
is being influenced.
the video we do may
Something is being
dovetail nicely with
sold. It is that direct
photographic material
connection between the
or many mediums may
commercial message
be at loggerheads with
and art that gives us
each other. And that’s
pause at DIOXYDE. Of
just fine. Accidents are
course none of us lives
opportunities. So are
in a vacuum. We are all
our conflicts. It is a way
part of this social meltof life with us: a kind of
ing pot and DIOXYDE is
dynamic tension.
no exception. We certainly don’t hold the
RES: Does your comTruth. But we do strive
mercial work fund your
to grasp our raison
personal work?
d’être so we can give
people an opportunity
H: Yes. However, we
to savour and not just
should mention that we
consume.
mean to expose our
personal work as art
RES: Do you find
before it goes anywhere
you can manipulate
else. Commercial art
your imagery as easily
is a world of fast and
in both worlds:
dirty replication these
analog and digital?
days. Someone comes
up with a new techH: We were trained as
nique and bam, it’s
artists before we ever
everywhere. Imitations
touched computers. So
are recycled and reprowe have the versatility
duced in the blink of
to use both as much
an eye. So we may use
and have as much fun
some of our personal
in both worlds. Our final
work in our commerproduct may be similar
cial art. But if you have
whether we use one or
a garden you don’t want
the other or both. But
to give away all your
digital technology has
vegetables and starve.
become indispensable
as a kind of common
D: There is a visual
denominator in art. A
thirst that exists now
four-foot canvas can be
digitized and integrated with music, cement,
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D: But the medium
can’t be as important as
how you use it. Seeing
the world through pixels and software is just
the beginning. You need
artistic intention. You
have to master your
craft. Creation follows
naturally after that. We
are very aggressive with
our digital exploration.
So we go looking for
accidents to extend our
abilities and build our
own virtual world.
H: Exactly. Ideally, technology is a catalyst to
maturing with and
through your art.

RES: How do you interface your
analog work with your
digital work?
H: First of all, one can’t
be dissociated from the
other. Both are very
important to us. With
analog work we explore
uncontrollable material. When you mix acid
with water and apply it
to metal you don’t know
exactly what the result
will be: some spotty
corrosion or a freak
chemical reaction that
produces an entirely
new texture. The digital side of things gives
us complete control to
reign things in, but you
don’t want to get in the
rut of working on a lit-
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tle screen all the time.
There is nothing like little unit that mostly
getting your hands on connected with society
your art. When you to profit from showing
know what a paintbrush their freakish or uberdoes you can use it to its human sides. Percofull potential in another lating just beneath the
domain. You can paint a surface of their perforcamera lens, for exam- mances is something
ple. We used an old darker. The same can
printer that jumped 4 be said of many closed
lines and gave us a new family units. We all have
font that we could make our song and dance.
What’s yours?
the sign for Cirkus.
D: I believe that one D: I also think the circus
drives the other — it we are talking about is
goes back and forth. a depiction of human
Sometimes we start in upheaval, marginalizaan analog medium and tion and the incestudigitize it and then take ous nature of closed,
the print-out, apply shared spaces. We built
some acid, rescan it cameras to create an
and so on. It’s a kind of atmosphere in which
gastronomic test kitch- certain textures actuen for our art. Right ally originated from
now we are buying old inside the camera, canmachines, faxes, print- ning the space in a
ers — things that other kind of key-hole gaze.
people
don’t want To flesh out the hybrid,
because they want side-show characters
arch-clean. We scan, in the film, we used our
fax or photograph piec- own hybrid techniques:
es to create new gener- burning the film, scanations of the same work ning images to add layusing things that don’t ers of pigmentation and
seem to go together. texture beyond the lens,
beyond the film. We
want you to peer inside
RES: Your first
this canned, enhanced
project as a team
world, feel funny in your
was Cirkus.
skin and wonder why.
What is it about?
H: The video is our Cirkus was skoltz's and
reflection on life in a kolgen’s first collabocircus. Circus families ration. Initially presentused to travel around ed as a video work in
together in an insular progress, Cirkus will be
developed into a series
of 9 videos. DIOXYDE
plans on touring the
series as traveling
multimedia
video
installation for screening sites and galleries.

www.skoltz.com | www. y2oﬁlm.com | www.skoltzfoto.com

